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Check Select Process 
 

This document explains the check select process. This module and process is designed and 
intended to provide more control on what to pay, who to pay, and when to pay on certain batches. 
With this module, an MCO can select what checks are to be written, manually send the 
information to Great Plains (GP) and post checks. 
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TOPICS COVERED IN THIS DOCUMENT  

 

 About Check Select Batches 
o Creating and Filtering Batches 
o Batch Detail Collection 
o Working within the Batch 

 Batch Submission 
 Provider Payment 
 Batch Summary Email  
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ABOUT CHECK SELECT BATCHES  
The MCO has the ability in the Check Select module to submit as many batches as necessary, one 
at a time, within a single processing period. A subsequent batch can be submitted once the 
previous batch has completed. 
 
The Document Date set on the invoice transactions which are sent to GP is the check write date of 
the current check write processing period when the batch is submitted. When following the check 
write schedule and for those organizations who submit weekly batches, it is important to not 
create batches with a To Date exceeding passed the current claims cutoff day. This is unless 
certain situation dictates otherwise. 
 
Creating and Filtering Batches 

 

Search for Previous Batches 

Select the Check Select Filter button to search for prior batches or finish an already created batch 
that is waiting to be sent. 
 

 

After clicking the FILTER button, the filter screen will appear. From here, you can filter for batches 
either by Claim DOS range or the Invoice Date range. You can also search by Batch #. 
 
Claim DOS: Return batches that contain claims with Dates of Service within the filtered range 
Invoice Date: Returns batches that contain claims with a Received Date within the filtered range. 
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Viewing Batches 

 

Batch #: Displays the unique internal Alpha assigned batch number. 
Created Date: Displays the date the batch was created. 
Total Payable:Displays the total amount of approved claims within the date range the batch was 
created for. 
Batch Processed: Check box indicates if the batch was processed. Meaning if the batch was sent to 
GP. The example above shows that this batch has been sent to GP. 
Checks Posted: Check box indicates if the checks processed in this batch have been posted. In the 
examples above, the checks have been posted for this batch. 
Active: Shows if the batch was deleted prior to submission. 

 

Creating a Batch 
 
Select the Check Select Create button to create a new Batch to send to GP. You can create a batch 
based on either Invoice Date or Claim DOS and using the From Date and To Date: 

 

Batch Date Types 
 
Claim DOS : will collect invoice claims and claim recoupments by the date of service on the claim 
Invoice Date : creating a batch by invoice date will use the received date of the claim for approved 
claims and the adjudication date or date recouped for recoupments 
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When using Claim DOS, please note if a claim has multiple dates (date range) and some of the 
dates are outside of the date range selected, the entire time will be excluded from the batch. 
 
Batch Detail Collection 
 
Claim Criteria That is Collected 
 
1. Not yet sent to GP 

a. Backend: dbo.tb_acct_master_for_gl WHERE gl_processed = 0 
b. Frontend: Check invoice field in Claim Maintenance 

2. Adjudicated amount is more than $0 
3. Claim did not adjudicate under a sub cap agreement, these do NOT get sent to GP 
4. Claim was successfully assigned to an Alpha Provider ID [prv_id] 
 
Re-adjudication Wash Outs 
 
In scenarios where a claim is received and re-adjudicated within the same claims processing 
period then only the current adjudication entry is collected in the batch. The previous adjudication 
entries are omitted from the batch. 
 
Example of Wash Out Scenario: Claim is received, processed and adjudicated on a Wednesday 
which is typically the first day of a processing period. The claim adjudication processed created 
adjudication ID 123456 and approved. A GL entry is created for payment for 123456. On the 
following Monday, the claim is flagged for re-adjudication. A recoupment for 123456 is created in 
the GL master and new adjudication ID 123457 is created and now the current adjudication entry. 
The following Friday the weekly batch is created. Invoice Adjudication ID 123456 and Recoupment 
adjudication ID 123456 are washed out and replaced with current adjudication ID 123457 and 
batched for payment. The wash outs are not created with the check select batch and marked as 
processed to not be included in future batches.  
 
Batch Summary 
 

 
 
Print: Printable report of the items in the batch. 
Details: Allows the user to choose what providers to include on the batch and what (if any) credit 
memos to apply on the batch. 
Delete: Allows the user to delete the batch. 
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Only batches not yet queued for submission, or already submitted, are valid batches for deletion.  
 
There are two methods of deleting a batch: 

1. Using the delete button. 
2. Attempt to create a batch while an un-submitted batch still exists. Doing so will overwrite 
the existing un-submitted batch. 
 

* If the batch is processed and needs to be deleted, then the system admin needs to be notified. 
* Any provider payments applied to check select details will be unapplied and amounts set back in 
the Provider Payments screen. 
 
Working within the Batch 
 

 
Select All Providers: Allows the user to include all providers on the batch to send. 
Deselect All Providers: Allows the user to remove all providers, to then pick and choose which 
providers to include. 
Exclude All CM’s: Allows the user to exclude any credit memos on the batch. 
Update: Click to update and save after working a batch prior to sending to GP. 
Check Write: Once the batch is ready to send, choose this to send the batch to GP. 
Provider ID: The Alpha assigned provider ID 
Name: Displays the Provider name 
Include: Check box to include the provider on the batch. 
Total Invoice Amount Selected: Total amount of payable claims selected and included on the 
batch. 
Total Invoice Amount Available: Grand total of approved claims for the selected batch period. 
Total CM Amount Selected: Total amount of credit memos included for this provider on the batch. 
Total CM Amount Available: Grand total amount of credit memos that need to be satisfied.         
CM Include: Indicates if the credits for the provider are selected for submission for the batch. 
Deselect to not include the credits for this provider for this batch. 
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Provider Payment: Check box is marked to indicate the invoice/recoupment was selected for a 
provider payment offset or adjustment. Provider Payments are auto applied and 
invoice/recoupments designated can not be deselected. 
Total Invoice Count: Total count of claim lines for the provider in the batch. 
Total CM Count: Total count of credit memo lines for the provider. 

 

Under each provider there is a batch details button that will display all the invoices and 
recoupments in the batch for the Provider selected from the previous screen. These are grouped 
together by the assigned GL Account to the claim. From here you have the ability to select and 
deselect items from the batch prior to submission to send at a later time. As you modify items the 
Net Amount will change so invoice amounts can be managed.  
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These are grouped by GL Accounts by default. If you prefer to work the batches by service code, 
the filter provides the ability to display claims with the filtered code only:  
 

 
 
Once a batch has been created and processed to GP, you can then use the Invoice tab to post the 
checks. 
 

 

Batch Submission 
 
A scheduled job runs every 5 minutes identify any existing batches which are ready to send. If so, 
the process will begin the Check Select batch submission process. 
 
GP Invoice Creation: The providers invoices are made up of a collection of claim adjudication 
invoices and claim recoupments by the same Provider, GL Account and Fiscal Year. If there are any 
remaining credits, then the process will then try to match credits to other claims from other 
accounts by the same Fiscal year. 
 
GL Account: GL Accounts are assigned to claim adjudication details by various categories such as 
Funding Source, Procedure Summary, Diagnosis Group and/or County. This varies among MCOs. 
When a GL Account cannot be identified for the claim the claim will be excluded for reason 
“Unable to be mapped to expense account.” 
 
Fiscal Year: Claim details designated for the previous fiscal year are claims with a date of service in 
the prior fiscal year and the batch submission date is between the start of the current fiscal year 
and 60 days from the fiscal year (August 30th). Claim details designated for the current fiscal year 
are claims with a date of service on or after the start of the current fiscal year OR the batch 
created is 60 days after the end of the previous fiscal year. 
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Invoice Amount: The invoice Amount is the NET amount of the (total amount of approved claims) – 
(total amount of recouped claims) for the GL Account and Fiscal Year. If there are more 
recoupments than invoices then those recoupment details will be excluded for reason “Excluded 
by process - CM has no matching Invoice.” 
 
GP Invoice Number Formats: 

▪ All AlphaMCS invoices and recoupment invoices begin with AL 
▪ The 3rd character in the invoice indicates S for State, M for Medicaid and C for County 
funded invoices. ALS####, ALM####, ALC#### 

o For recoupments this would be the fourth character: ALRM#### 
▪ Recoupment invoices will begin ALR 
▪ Adjustment Invoices from Provider Payments begin with ALA 
▪ Debit Memo Invoices from Provider Payments begin with ALD 

 
The numbers in the complete invoice number is the check select invoice ID in AlphaMCS. 

▪ This invoice number is linked to the claim adj details in Check Select and Alpha. 
 

GP Batch Number: Is formatted with a leading AL + the Alpha CS batch number + batch creation 
date. If the batch date range includes a claim where there are still some remaining dates of service 
to manually review, then the entire claim is excluded from the batch with comment “DOS for claim 
still under review.” 
Net $0 Invoices: In the event an invoice amount sums to a $0 amount after user and system 
exclusions, then the process will remove the last recoupment(credit) collected in the batch and 
exclude that recoupment adj ID for reason “Excluded to NET Positive the Invoice.” GP will not 
accept $0 invoices. 
 

GL(GP) Exceptions 

This is the comment set in the Check Select batch comment if the GP webservice excluded and 
rejected the invoice. 

Some common GP exclusions include: 

1. Key already exists in PM Keys Master 

2. The Account passed is inactive 

3. Vendor Document Number already exists 

4. The underlying connection was closed 

5. Unable to connect to the remote server 

6. You cannot enter a 1099 amount for a non-1099 Vendor 

7. Operation expects a parameter which was not supplied 
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8. The operation has timed out 

9. GL Account Key does not exist 

10. **Unhandled System Exception: Contact System Admin 

GP Vendor ID: The Vendor ID is set from what the provider has set as their Vendor ID in the 
AlphaMCS provider profile in Provider Network. If a vendor ID is not set and/or cannot be 
determined, then the invoice will be excluded for “Vendor ID not set”. 

 

Provider Payment 

The Provider Payment screen provides the ability to record and apply a debit memo amount to 
offset recoupments as well as record and apply outside adjustments to claims. These are then 
invoiced separately from the payable invoices. The Adjustment Memo and Debit memo can be 
setup to be Funding source specific or by GL Account specific. If both fields are blank then the 
memo will be applied to any claims. 
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Two types of Provider Payments can be applied from the Provider Payments screen in Check 
Select: 

1. Adjustment Memo: when an adjustment memo is created, the claim adjudication invoices will 
be excluded from the batch up-to the memo amount set. These will be applied to claim 
adjudication invoices by the criteria setup for the memo. These collections of adjudication IDs will 
be invoiced separately by its own invoice number and sent to GP. These invoices will begin with 
ALA#### 

2. Debit Memo: when a debit memo is created, the claim recoupments(credits) will be excluded 
from the batch up-to the memo amount set. These will be applied to claim recoupments by the 
criteria setup for the memo. These collection of recoupment IDs will be invoiced separately by its 
own invoice number and sent to GP. These invoices will begin with ALD#### 

 

Invoice Amount is Summed: Total amount of payable invoice details that have not been selected 
as an adjustment from a Provider Payment 

Recoupment (Credit) Amount is Summed: Total amount of recoupment details that have not been 
selected as satisfied from a Provider Payment debit memo. 

Total Payable: The Net amount of total invoices and total recoupments. 

 

Check Select Batch Summary Email 

After the batch submission process has completed transmitting the batch to GP, an email alert is 
generated and sent out showing the total amounts collected in the batch, the total amounts after 
staff made manual exclusions and the actual amounts sent after user and process(GP) 
exclusions/exceptions. In addition, a list of invoices that were excluded along with the invoice 
details and reason why the invoice was excluded. 

 

 

 


